OFFICIAL BALLOT

STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in circle next to your choice(s) by ink or pencil.

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT
VOTE FOR ONE

JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN Republican

BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN Democratic/Forward America

CYNTHIA MCKINNEY AND ROSA CLEMENTE Green

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

If you want a proposal on the National Convention's agenda, please circle it. Leave the blank space to the right blank if you don't want to vote on it.

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 106
VOTE FOR ONE

MARY KOFFRNER Republican

STEVE ANDREWS Democratic, Green

CITY OFFICES

MAYOR CITY OF ZIMMERMAN
VOTE FOR ONE

DARRIN FEIST Republican

DAVE CARRIGHAN Independent

JOHN O. SPRINGER Independent

COLFRED MEMBER CITY OF ZIMMERMAN
VOTE FOR TWO

RONALD MATHEWSON Republican

CHRISTIAN TAYLOR Independent

WILLY KOBALSKY Republican

HENDERSHOPHARD Democratic

PAT O'CALLAN Republican

DALE RAYKLEY Republican

GEORGE H. TRUS Republican

SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 728 (ELK PRairie)
VOTE FOR UP TO THREE

JANIE HEWLETT Republican

SUE FANER Republican

JOHN VUESTER Republican

HOLLY VALLEYEN THOMPSON Republican

ANDY WILLIAMS Republican

STATE OFFICES

STATE SENATOR DISTRICT 18
VOTE FOR ONE

ALISON KUHNER Democratic

LISA DODGE Democratic, Forward America

STATE SENATOR DISTRICT 19
VOTE FOR ONE

LINDA GRANT Democratic

LINDA MAYS Green
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VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT